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ABSTRACT

Available mathematical models that describe ship-wave
interactions are evaluated in order to develop a technique for
predicting ship structural response characteristics, Major
consideration is given to the bending moment and slamming re-
sponses for an arbitrary ship form in any state of sea, at any
relative heading and forward speed. The slowly varying verti-
cal and lateral bending moments due to waves are obtained
using a linearized model based on strip theory, where the ef-
fect of roll motion and its influence in the lateral plane are
included, with the model sufficiently general to also allow
extension to computation of torsional moments due to waves.
Comparison. of the results of a limited series of hand computa-
tions with available experimental data indicates a good degree
of agreement, as well as an overall consistency, for the anal-
ysis of wave-induced bending moments. A mathematical repre-
sentation of the bending moment due to slamming is also de-
scribed, and computational procedures for obtaining an output
compatible with the wave-induced bending moment are outlined.
Methods of analysis in terms of power spectra as well as time
histories are considered, and the utility of different types
of computers for presentation of information on ship struc-
tural response is described.
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INTRODUCTION

The effective design of ship structures requires knowledge of
the various loads that the ship will experience during its intended
service. Accordingly great emphasis has been placed upon obtaining
information on the bending moments acting on ships at sea. This
large interest in bending moment evaluation for ships in various sea
states is primarily due to its influence as the main hull girder
structural response. The resulting stresses on a particular ship
structure can be determined from knowledge of the bending moment and
the nature of the basic structural characteristics of the ship itself.
Model tests in waves have been carried out many times (e.g. [11, [2])
to dekermine the magnitudes of the vertical bending moment in head
seas, which has been assumed (in most of these cases) to be the most
critical condition. In addition, full scale tests of instrumented
ships at sea have been carried out in order to measure the bending
moments under various sea conditions (see [3] and [4]). Considering
the level of effort and expense for such experimental procedures, with
the various possible weight distributions for an operational ship, it
can be seen that this is indeed an expensive and time-consuming
procedure. In view of this prime aspect, it would be more efficient to
evaluate the bending moment computationally, using modern high speed
computers, if an appropriate se-k of equations were available for
that purpose.

Analytical techniques already exist for determining the vertical
bending moment acting on ships in regular head seas [5], and a
computational technique for hand calculations has also been formulated
[61. These procedures are based upon the fundamental strip theory
methods developed for determining the motions of heave and pitch in
waves [7], and have the same general degree of validity as the motion
calculations. Thus an available mathematical technique exists, which
has demonstrated a fair degree of applicability, for evaluating the
vertical bending moments in regular head sea waves.

With the more recent emphasis on motions at oblique headings to
waves in model towing tanks, which tends to approach more realistic
conditions at sea by taking account of ship heading relative to the
waves, there has been some interest in lateral bending moments as
well [8]. From the point of view of structural response, as measured
by the stress level at various points on the ship, it appears that
the combined effects of the vertical and lateral moments are most
significant in representing the actual stress level on a ship. Thus
a method for computation of lateral bending moments in regular
oblique waves has been developed for this purpose ([9], [10]).
Furthermore, the necessity of developing a mathematical procedure for
computing the vertical bending moments on ships at oblique headings to
regular waves is evident if proper representations of khe actual loads
under those conditions is required.

In addition to the direct bending moment developed by the wave
action~ in conjunction with inertia forces and hydrodynamic forces
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due to the ship rigid body responses (i.e. pitch, heave, sway, etc.) ,
additional contributions to the bending moment are provided by
“slamming” type motions of the bow, which resulk in “whipping” mo~~on
of the ship structure. The significant contribution to the bending
moment and resulting stress from this latter effect is primarily due
to the effect of the lowest natural mode of vibration of the hull-
girder system [11]. Thus the direct wave-induced bending moments are
slowly varying, essentially reflecting the frequency content (i.e.
bandwidth) contained in the wave encounter spectra, while the bending
moments due to the slamming are higher frequency phenomena that
evidence the dynamic elastic response characteristics of the ship
structure.

Questions of linearity or nonlinearity of t-he ship motions,
hydrodynamic forces, and the resultant structural response character-
istics are ever present in consideration of the many effects that
result in a final measure of the bending moment response. Certain
specific tesks ([121, [13]) in varied wave systems of extreme propor-
tions have shown that the direct wave-induced bending moments are
linear with respect to wave height, while mathematical simulations
[111 (as well as physical reasoning of the processes involved) have
indicated that the effects of slamming impulses due to relative motion
of the ship bow in a wave system will behave in a nonlinear fashion.
These results therefore indicate that it is possible that different
means of analysis can (or should) be applied to each of these consti-
tuent elements of a bending moment response, and hence the most useful
final form of the representation of ship response (i.e. whether in
spectral form, or time history, etc.) is not readily known for

analytical purposes. Howeverr the methods for determining response
output, and from this output to determine extreme values, are the
vital issues that have to be resolved in applying mathematical modeling
and computer simulation for purposes of ship structural design.

In view of the importance of developing a mathematical model
for simulation of ship structural response by use of computers, the
present study is devoted to selection of appropriate equation systems
that will adequately describe ship structural response in waves. The
adequacy of the selected systems will be demonstrated by means of
limited hand calculations for specific cases where experimental data
is available for comparison purposes. Recognizing the level of effort
that has already been expended in formulating certain mathematical
models for particular restricted conditions (such as head seas, neglect
of various degrees of freedom, etc.) , these available methods will be
extended, as necessary, in order ‘co increase the range of applicability
and validity of the final model. A description of the procedures and
results obtained in this program is presented in the present report.

This work was carried out at Oceanics, Inc. for the Ship
Structure Committee by means of Naval Ship Systems Command Contract
NObs-94322, Project Serial No. SFO13–03004, Task 2022, SR-174.

ASSUMPTIONS AND TECHNIQUES USED IN ANALYSIS

The problem of bending moment determination will be divided into
an analysis of two separate processes; i.e. the bending moment directly
induced by the waves, and the bending moment arising from slamming
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responses. The first quantity, tha-t_directly due to the waves, is
essentially a steady state phenomenon which can be represented fairly
accurately as a linear process, in accordance with previous experimental
and analytical studies ([12], [6]). The slamming responses are
primarily of a transient nature, and are significantly affected by
nonlinearity.

Considering the direct bending moment effects due to motion in
waves, it is necessary to determine the ship rigid body motion responses
to a wave input, and all degrees of freedom except surge motion will be
included since surge is not expected to have a significant effect on
the bending moment value. The motions of heave and pitch are coupled
to each other, and essentially only influence the vertical bending
moment, as demonstrated in [6]~ while the motions of sway, yaw and roll
are linearly coupled with each other and will be important for deter-
mination of the lateral bending moment ([91, [101). Roll motion has
been considered necessary in the formulation of representations of
lateral motions, as well as lateral bending moment evaluations, but
no analytical evaluation of its hydrodynamic elements or actual compu–
tation of its influence on lateral bending moments has been given in
the previous literature. The importance of roll motion will be
primarily in the region of roll resonance, since the large angular
displacements in roll under those conditions will then have their
greatest influence on the resultant lateral forces and the lateral
bending moment.

The ship motions will be determined by computations based on the
“strip theory” approach originally outlined in [7], which has been shown
to yield a fairly accurate representation of vertical plane ship motions.
Similarly lateral motions may be obtained in the same way by use of
such a simplified set of linear equations of motion. It is only
necessary to make use of available two–dimensional theoretical repre-
sentations of the added mass and damping coefficients for appropriate
cross-sections in this type of motion analysis. The hydrodynamic
forces and moments due to waves for a ship at an arbitrary oblique
angle to the waves can be evaluated by similar strip theory techniques,
based on certain developments of slender body theory applied to surface
ships, e.g. [14] and [15], with special modifications to provide more
accurate values for short wavelengths. The local load at any section
is determined by combining the hydrodynamic forces due to the rigid
body motions together with the inertial forces and the wave induced
loads, as shown in [6], [9], and [10]. The bending moment is then
found by appropriate double integrations over the ship length. The
vertical bending moment will involve force contributions due to the
heave and pitch displacements, velocities and accelerations, and the
vertical wave force distribution. The lateral bending moment will
involve velocities and accelerations due to swayt yaw, and roll,
together with the lateral wave force.

The vertical bending moment, and also the lateral bending
moment, will be evaluated for a range of wavelengths, forward speeds,
and headings in order to determine effective transfer functions for
these bending moments relative to a wave input reference. This infor–
mation can then be used to determine spectral representations of the
effective total bending moment (allowing for the relative phase and
amplitude of the vertical and lateral bending moments) due to waves
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by application of linear superposition techniques, such as khak used
in [16], where realistic wave spectra can be used as the wave input.
Thus it is possible to arrive at spectral representations of- the wave-
induced bending moments, accounting for the contributions of all
significant ship rigid body degrees of freedom, and thereby including
the effects of both vertical and lateral bending moments. This linear
representation for an arbitrary sea condition, with directional
properties, is then available as one element in the total bending
moment determination.

When considering the bending moment due to slamming-type impulses
on an elastic structure (i.e. the ship) , the output is best expressed
as a time history. The occurrence of slamming is due to a relative
motion between the ship bow region and the local wave at the bow, and
the nonlinear force developed due to this action, so that the phase
relations between ship motions and the local wave are extremely
important. The equations of motion that account for the elastic
characteristics of a ship can be formulated in a similar manner to
those in [11] and [17], without any specific indication initially of
whether the ship is to be considered as made up of “lumped” elements
or in a continuous fashion. The effects of relative motion between
the ship and the wave at the bow region, which is expected to lead to
the slamming impulses, must be determined from the rigid body motion
of the ship, and the nonlinear hydrodynamic forces developed by the
varying buoyancy and added mass terms are established after accounting
for the local geometry of the ship sections and including frequency-
dependent transport delay terms for the wave structure. The equation
systems that account for the ship structural responses will be based
upon the representation of the ship as a beam, with appropriate
elastic and inertial properties, as outlined in [17] . Solutions for
different wave inputs, both regular and random, can be obtained
directly from the local ship and wave geometry in this type of formu-
lation and will result in a time history of the slamming impulse
bending moment.

The slamming impulses described above are due to the effects of
bow flare, as indicated in [11] , and no consideration is given to the
slamming forces that occur due to bottom impact when a ship section
enters the water and changes its immersion suddenly. This neglect is
based upon the difficulties in obtaining a proper analytical repre-
sentation of the local force loads that occur due to such motions,
and reflects the present skate of the art concerning this particular
problem. Furthermore, another restriction in regard to the slamming-
type bending moment evaluation discussed above is the fact that only
vertical plane motions and impulsive forces are considered, so that the
results are only applicable to head seas. This restriction is based
upon the fact that the local wave structure near the bow is difficult
to represent for oblique headings and short-crested seas, and the
sensitivity of these impulsive forces to relative heading orientations
of the ship is also unknown. Similarly the mechanism for the occurrence
of horizontal impulses is presently unknown, so that there is no means
of representing such excitations within the mathematical model. However,
ik is known that the major effects due to slamming loads, including
those due just to bow flare, are primarily due to the vertical plane
motions of the ship. Accordingly only head sea conditions will be
considered initially in the formulation of the equations represenkin9
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elastic response of the ship~ and this will be considered sufficient
as a measure of the expected severe structural responses that will be
experienced by a ship at sea.

Since the responses due to slamming loads are represented in
terms of a time history output, and include the influence of nonlinearity,
nonstationarity, etc. , they cannot be readily combined with the output
obtained for the slowly varying wave-induced bending moments described
previously, which are generally represented in terms of a frequency
domain power spectral form. The possibility of determining a spectral
response representation for the bending moments due to slamming will be
investigated, and similarly a means for representing the wave-induced
vertical bending moment in time history form will also be sought.
These two approaches will be considered, and the methods of combining
the separate outputs will be studied so that the actual level of bending
momenti and resulting stress in a ship structure can be obtiained in a
way that reflects both contributions, viz. the slowly varying wave–
induced bending moments and those due to slamming.

Selected hand computations will be carried out, and the results
compared with experimental data in order ‘CO determine the expected
degree of validity of the equations developed in this investigation.
The experimental data to be used for comparison will be that obtained
on a model of a dry cargo vessel that is presently being tested under
a Ship Structure Committee project [18] , and it is the same ship that
is being used in full scale tests at sea. The data will be values of
the wave-induced vertical and lateral bending moments that are obtained
from tests in regular sinusoidal waves at various headings, ranging
from head through following seas. Since the model tested was not
dynamically scaled to represent the elastic properties of the prototype
ship, and also since no significant bow flare effects are present, no
bending moments due to slamming are considered or measured in the test
program. Similarly no computations of such effects are included in
the present report for illustration, especially since hand calculations
for the elastic responses due to slamming impulses would be laborious
and noninformative. The nature of the basic equations for an elastic
ship structure (see [11] or [17.])requires some type of computer to
obtain efficient solutions. Thus the particular type of computer
simulation required for the overall problem of total bending moment
response, including the direct wave–induced effects as well as those
due to slamming, will be examined.

The form of the response output, i.e. whether in a power
spectral form or as a time history, will have an important bearing on
the type of computer system required for providing ship structural
response information on an operational basis, since a particular output
form can be obtained more simply with one type of computer than with
another. It is possible that either a digital computer or analog
computer system alone will not be sufficient for the simulation required
in this program, or they may require excessive elements for such a
special purpose, so that a hybrid computer system which combines
elements of both analog and digital computers may be appropriate for
the purpose of determining ship structural response. characteristics .
A recommendation of a final operational computer system will consider
various aspects such as cost of initial installation, operating costs,
and availability of equipment in view of the state of the art of
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computer development.

The input data for this program is envisioned to be ship lines,
weight distribution, speed, heading, and information on the wave
system (either spectral data, or time history, etc.) . The output,
in the form of bending moment information primarily, will have certain
limits of applicability in view of the assumptions made in the equation
formulation. These limits will be outlined, and the “gaps” in
knowledge necessary for extending the range of applicability of such
computational techniques will be indicated in this study. It is
expected however, that the mathematical equation systems developed
in this investigation will yield useful information on structural
response that includes more physical factors than presently existing
computational techniques, since they include lateral bending moments;
more rigid body degrees of freedom; the effect of heading is considered;
the wave-induced effects and those due to slamming are computed
separately, using models appropriate only to each phenomenon, and the
results are then combined later; etc. The details of the various
procedures used in this investigation will be presented in the
ensuing sections of this report.

EQUATIONS FOR WAVE-INDUCED BENDING MOMENTS

The wave-induced bending moments, both vertical and lateral,
are determined from the loads distributed along the ship hull that arise
from the local wave forces and the loads due to the rigid body motions
of the ship. Thus it is necessary to determine the rigid body motions
of a ship in regular waves in order to obtain the direct bending moment
due to waves. The equations of motion of the ship are linear, as is
the bending moment determination, in accordance with the assumptions
outlined previously. Since the predominant technique used for
determining ship motions in waves is by application of strip theory,
where the local forces on different ship sections are evaluated inde-
pendent of the influence of neighboring sections (i.e. no interactions
between sections), that method is used for thti development of the
bending moment equations.

For the case of vertical plane motions, the equations of motion
are formulated relative to an axis system whose origin is located at
the CG of the ship. A right–handed cartesian coordinate system is
selected with the axes fixed in the body, with the x–axis positive
toward the bow (in the direction of forward motion) , the y-axis positive
to port, and the z–axis positive upward. These axes are defined to
have a fixed orientation, i.e. they do not rotate with the body, but
they can translate with the body. The ship angular motions can be
considered to be small oscillations about a mean position given by the
axes. The dynamic variables for this case are the heave displacement
z along the z-axis, and the pitch angular displacement B which is
defined as positive in the direction of negative rotation about the
y-axis (i.e. bow-up), in conformity with the system used in [51, [61
and [7].

The hydrodynamic forces and moments are composed of terms of
inertial nature due to body dynamic motions; dissipative terms due to
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damping action; and exciting effects due to the oncoming waves. The
effeCt Of ~he free surface is accounted for in the inertial and wave
forces by frequency dependent factors that modify the added masses,
and all couplings of inertial and dissipative nature are included in
the analysis. The previous results ([5], [6], and [7]) are easily
extended to the general case of oblique waves by changing the form of
the exciting wave force and moment to include the effects of heading.
This change is effected by a new definition of the surface wave
elevation which relates the position of the body with respect to
the wave orientation, as shown in I?igure 1. The waves propagate

I
z

\ I

I

v

Fig. 1 Re~ation Of Body TO Waves.
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with speed c in a direction oblique to the
where the ancrle between the x-axis and the
denoted by B; where
propagation speed c
c < 0 for head sea.

~ . a sin g
a

where V is the ship

forward motion of the ship,
normal to the crests is

B lies in the range -Tr/2 : B < m/2. The wave
is interpreted as c > 0 for f~llowing seas and
The wave elevation ~(x,y,t) is represented by

[
x Cos E 1+ysin!3+ (Vcos S-c)t (1)

forward speed, and for application to determine
the wave forces this expression is only applied (in accord with the
slender body theory assumptions) along the ship hull centerline y = O.
Thus the wave expression ~ used in the following development will be

rI(x,t) = a sin *
[ 1
XCOSB +(vcos L3-c)t (2)

which, aside from its effect on the definition of the frequency of
encounter, is equivalent to interpreting the wavelength to be an
“equivalent” wavelength of A sec & .

The local vertical wave force acting on a ship section can be
represented, according to [5] and [6], as

(3)

where B* is the local beam, N;(x) is the local damping force coefficient,

“33
is the local section vertical added mass, and ~ is the mean draft

of the section. The vertical velocity and acceleration of the water
particles at the wave surface are

‘=~=(~-v+(xr’)
2~ac ~os 2X= -—

a T [ 1
XCOSB+(VCOSB - C)t (4)

and
.

“; . Q&= - * sin +
[ 1
x Cos B + (v Cos B - C)t , (5)

and the circular frequency of encounter is then

ue =+(VCOSS-C) (6)

which is used in representing the final sinusoidal form of responses
to sinusoidal waves. The total vertical wave force is obtained by
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integrating tihe expression in Equation (3) over the ship hull, i.e.

I%dZ
Zw = ~ dx

dx
x
s

(7)

and the pitch moment due to waves is

\

% dZw
Mw = — dx

x dx
(8)

x
s

where x
s and ~ are the stern and bow x-coordinakesr respectively.

The coupled equations of motion for heave (z) and pitch (6)
of a ship in regular waves are given by

iuet
a~ +b~ + cz + d~+ e; i-g@ = Zw($,a,V)e (9)

where the excitations are represented in complex form (fox ease of
solution) with the parametric dependence upon heading, forward speed
etc. indicated. The coefficients of these equations are

I
’13

I‘b I

‘b
a=m+

‘\3dx ; b= N~dx ; C=pg B*d~ ;

x
.s x

s x
s

I

‘b

I

‘b

I

‘b

\

‘b
d=D=

‘k 3
xdx ; e = N~xdx- 2V A~3dx - V x d(A:3)

x
s x

s x
s x

s

1‘b I

‘b
~=P9 E)*xdx-Vb ; A=ly+

“33
x2dx ;

x
s x

s

I‘b I

‘b

I

‘b
B= N:x2dx-2VD-V X2 d(A>3) ; C=pg B*xdx- VE ;

x
s x

s x
s

I‘b 1

‘b

I

‘b
~z N~xdx - V xd(A:3) ; G=pg R* X dx

x
s. x

s
x
s
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whexe it is only necessary to carry out integrations involving the
local section geometry (i.e. local section beam) and the added mass
and damping coefficient for vertical section oscillations. The
added mass and damping coefficients for two-dimensional sections can
be obtained from the results of a number of different investigations,
but the simplest data is obtained from the results of Grim [19]. The
ship sections are transformed by a two-parameter conformal trans-
formation to be fitted by Lewis-form sections [20], and the added
mass and damping coefficients are determined as functions of frequency
for various values of the geometric parameters of beam-draft ratio
(B*/H) and section coefficient (C = S/B*H, where S is the section
area) . s

An examination of Equations (9) and (1.0),with the coefficients
defined by Equation (11), indicates that these linear equations lack
symmetry in the coefficient matrix. In addition the coefficients
themselves are frequency-dependent, and as such Equations (9) and (10)
do not represent a normal set of differential equations that would
describe the ship motion. However what they do represent is a frequency
domain description of the ship’s response, valid f-or sinusoidal inputs.
A discussion of the full meaninq of these equations and their relation
to a proper set of equations, which are actually coupled integro-
differential equations, is presented in [21]. The major effect of
asymmetry in the coefficients is due to the influence of forward
speed, and this fact has already been demonstrated in [22] where
the effects of the free surface produce these differences when
considering hydrodynamic force components in the frequency domain.
Nevertheless this set of equations, whose basic form was originally
derived in [7], represents the present state of the art in ship
motion response computations and has produced valid results for
most ship forms. Thus it will be used as the basic element in
establishing the procedures for computing bending moments as well.

The local loading at a section is made up of the loads due
to the inertia forces of the ship mass and the added mass; the loads
due to displacement or hydrostatic effects; loads due to the
damping due to ship velocities; and the loads due to the direct
wave effects. The total loading at a section, in equation form,
is then

dfz
_ . - 6m~;+XB)
dx - %3 (~+X~-2V6) - pgB*(z+xo)

-1
—

%3 1 dZ
N;(x) -Vm (;+xG-v@) -1-& (12)

where dm is the local mass loading (slugs/ft.) at the section and the
d.z

value of the local wave force ~ is given in Equation (3).
dx Integrating

the loading (lb./ft.) over the ship from one end up to a station gives
the vertical shear at that station, and integrating the shear up to a
skakion gives the vertical bending moment at that station. Alter–
natively, the vertical bending moment may be represented mathematically
as
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[

x
0 df

BMZ (Xo) = (X-xo) & dx

x
s

(13)

where x ~ is the location of the station at which the bending moment

is desired, and similarly by the relation

I
x

o df
BMZ(XO) = (X-XO) < dx

‘b

(14)

since the requirements for a body in equilibrium are that the total
force on the body, and the total moment about any point, must equal
zero (the “closing” conditions for shear and bending moment) .

In the case of lateral bending moments, the avai~able published
literature and results are not as extensive as for vertical bending
moments, and similarly in the case of lateral motions as compared to
vertical plane motions. The only previous analytical work on lateral
bending moments ([9] and [10]) provides a framework for development
of an appropriate system of equations for use in the present investi–
gation. The method for developing the equations is essentially the
same as for the vertical motion case, and uses strip theory techniques
that determine the forces in terms of the local force reactions (i.e.
added mass, damping, etc.) at various two-dimensional sections.

The previous work did not include roll motion effects, and also
used low frequency limits for the lateral damping and added mass
together with a crude representation of the added mass frequency
variation. ln the present analysis, the local forces are determined
from the results of Tasai [23], which provide information on the
lateral force and roll moment acting on two-dimensional Lewis-form
sections due to oscillatory sway and roll motions. The axis system
used in the lateral motion analysis is changed somewhat in order to
make direct use of the results ih [23], and the change in axis system
results in the z–axis to be positive downward, the y-axis to be
positive to starboard, and the x-axis to remain positive in the
direction of forward motion of the ship.

The local lateral force and roll moment are represented in the
same manner as in [24], using the notation of [23], and generalizing
‘co take the forward speed effects into account. Thus with the basic
lateral displacement expressed as (yi-x~)with y the sway displacement
and IJJthe yaw angler and using the total time derivative operator
D a a—= _.
Dt at ‘%’ the local lateral force is represented by

dYo
D—e -

dx [ 1
~ Ms(j+x&V4) - Frsh – Ns(j+x@J$) + Nrs”$ (15)

where this result is valid for roll motion about an origin on the
free surface. Similarly the roll moment, for rolling about this
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same waterline reference positi”on, is represented by

dKo
D

z=-— Dt [ 1
1~$ - M~#+x&v$) - Nr”$ + NsO(;+x&V~) (16)

In order to reference the force and moment to the ship CG position,
roll motion about the CG is interpreted as equivalent to rolling
about the waterline level together with a uniform lateral velocity
V = -IOGI”$ where IOGI is the vertical distance between the waker
surface and the vertical CG position. This lateral veloc~ty term
is added to the previous lateral velocity terms (i.e. ~+x$-V$) in
Equations (15) and (16) , producing additional local force and
moment contributions, viz.

dKo

A dx
— =- IOGI & (M# - 10GINsJ

(17)

(18)

and the local lateral force and roll moment, with reference to motion
about the CG position, are given by

dY “O + ~ “o
—=
dx dx dx

dK ‘KO + * ‘KO—= — —-
dx dx dx 10Gl~ .(19)

Thus
and damp@g

the local lateral force due to dynamic motion (i.e. inertial)
effects may be expressed as

dY

(

dM
—= -
dx MS~i+X&2Vi) + V $ -

)
NS (j+x~-vtj))

( )[ (

dF dM
i-F

D
rs + 10G\Ms “$”+ Nrs + loG& - V & + IOGI+ “$ (20)

and the local roll moment at a section is

~=- ~~ ]OG,(Ms@ +Fr< ,OG,MS)],+ ~ (~+ IOGI ~]

- ]OG[(NrS + 10G\N~) + IOGIV (~ ~)+ \OGl dx

-[
Nr + IOGIN

so)T (.$ i- Ms$ + IOG

r [dM+N s$ + 10GINs - v &+ IOG
dM

dxs-)1
(j+xl&vlJ) (21)

L
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The contribution to the yaw moment acting on a ship is obtained from
the relation

(22)

The
as used in

wave excitation effects are obtained by similar procedures
[51, [151 and [241, leadinq to an expression for the

lateral wave force at a section given-by

dYw Dvw dM~
—= (pS+Ms) ~- VVW ~+ N~vw
dx

(23)

which reflects both inertial and damping effects, where the lateral
orbital velocity Vw is given by

2iTE-—
2rac e h

v=-— sin~ sin ~
[ I
x COSB+ (vcosB-c)t (24)

w A

and

DVW
2’7rfi-—

—= ye A sinB cos $
[
x Cos !3

1
+ (vcosB-c)t , (25)

Dt

where ~ is an effective depth which is taken to be a-t the average
half-draft for each section. The local roll moment due to waves,
with reference to an origin at the surface, is expressed as

dKo
w

==
- ~ (MsOvw) + P

(=-4~-Ns$vw
(26)

where ~ is the vertical coordinate of the section center of buoyancy
measured from the free surface level, following the methods in [15]
and [24], and the roll moment (due to waves) referred to the CG. of
the ship is

dKw ‘Kow
—. — -
dx dx

IOGI g

The local roll moment at a section is then given by

[( dM )+v&+loGl#-Ns$ -
1

IOG)NS Vw

(27)

(28)
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The total lateral force and roll moment due to waves is obtained by

integrating the expressions in EqWtions (23) and (28) over the
ship ‘hull length, i.e.

Jx
s

I
‘b dK

K = ~ dx
w dx

x
s

The total yaw moment due to waves is given by

1-%dYw
Nw =

x dx ‘x
x
s

(29)

(30)

The expressions derived above are combined to produce the
linear equations of lateral motion, with three degrees of freedom,
in regular sinusoidal oblique waves, according to the relations

I‘bmy = ~dx+Yw

x
s

I%~zi = x#dx+Nw

Jx
s

I%1#” = ~dx - WIGMl~ + Kw

(31)

(32)

(33)

Jx
s

In Equation (33) W is the total ship displacement (weight) and IGMI
is the metacentric height, so that the hydrostatic restoring moment
in roll is included in the dynamic equations of motion. For general
representation purposes, the equations of motion are expressed as

““ + a22$a2~Y

(34)

i~et

= Nw(6,X,V)e (35)
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a31Y’+ a32i “+a+ a34ti + a350 36+ + a37”$”+ a3~$ + a3g@

iuet
= Kw(~,l,17)e (36)

The local lateral loading at any section is made up of the
various contributions of iner’cial (ship mass and added mass) forces,
damping forces, and wave exciting forces. It is given by

r 1

dYw
~ = - 6m J+xT-C(x)w + &-

dx (37)

dYw
where the expressions for $$ and — are given in Equations (20) andtlx
(23) respectively,

-—.
and the term c (x) represents the vertical position

of the local CG of each elemental ship section, relative to the overall
ship CG position, with L (x) positive downward. The requirement on
c(x) is

1

‘b
~m~(x)dx = O

Jx
s

(38)

the ship CG and all first moments
by definition. The expression in
case where the ship has three

since L(X) is measured relative to
about that point musk sum to zero,
Equation (37) is applicable to the
latieral degrees of freedom and it may be simplified f& the case
where roll is neglected, resulting in

In the derivation of the wave excitation force, it has been
assumed that the assumptions of slender body theory (e.g. [141) ,
are valid, i.e. that the wavelength of the waves is large compared
to lateral dimensions of the ship. However conditions at oblique
headings, for short wavelengths, may be important for determining
lateral bending moments and in that case the slender body assumptions
are not fully valid. Considerations for a similar situation were
made in [24], and this involved two additional factors. The first

factor is to account for the vertical gradient in the lateral

orbital velocity, which adds a term of the form ~ (the gradient

effect) multiplied by the next higher inertia coefficient of the
section, i.e. a term that is included in the roll moment due to
waves. Thus the additional term in the local wave force is

dY 27

*&-=T [ 1
- ~ (BIovw)

[

2n_M
Dvw m

=—
a S@ Dt 1+vdxs ‘W

(40)
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and this term is added ‘co all other expressions for the local wave
force, the yaw moment due to waves, the total loading at a section,
etc. The second factor will account for the fact that there is a
variation of the wave and the associated velocities, accelerations,
etc. across the width of the ship, which is illustrated by the
variation with the coordinate y, as shown in Equation (1). Similar
effects would occur in the case of the lateral orbital velocity Vw,
which can be represented as

2 TrK——
2nac A

v=-—
w ae

sin B sin $
[ I
xcos~+ysinfi+ (VCOSB- c)t

(41)

where the variation over the two-dimensional surface is shown. In
that case it is necessary to account for the variation of the force
developed at different lateral points along a ship hull, and in
essence the integration over the hull for determining the total
forces will result in a factor given by

sin (~ sin13)

where, for simplicity, this factor will be evaluated assuming the
beam there is the ship maximum beam. This approximation will then
be extended as applicable to the local section forces, which will
then only vary with the coordinate x along the ship hull, thereby
also affecting the loading distribution as well. It is expected
that these two additional factors, which represent a modification
to account for shor”t wavelengths, will only have meaningful
influence for wavelengths less than the ship length, and hence the
effect should not be accounted for in computations for longer waves.

Returning to consideration of the local lateral loading,
given by Equation (37) (or by Equation (39) for the simplified
case where roll is neglected) , this expression may be integrated
to obtain the lateral shear force. Similarly the lateral bending
moment can be obtained by integrating the shear, or alternatively
by the mathematical representation

I
x

o I
x

BMY(xO) = (X-XO) ~ dx = 0 (X-XO) ~ dx (42)

x
s ‘b

AI1 of the results obtained in the preceding analyses have been
appropriate to conditions of regular sinusoidal unidirectional waves,
which only occur in model test tanks. In the open sea, the waves are
random, and the motions and structural responses also have a random
nature. Thus , in order to characterize the response of a ship in a
random sea? the function known as the energy spectrum of the response
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must be determined. This spectrum is a measure of the variation of
the squares of the amplitudes of the various sinusoidal components
of the response, presented as a function of the frequency of encounter
and the wave direction. The spectral technique for analyzing random
irregular time histories of motion and structural response is
applicable to linear systems only, since in that case a unique
response amplitude operator is obtained. The spectral techniques
evolve as a result of linear superposition of the responses to
individual frequency components contained in the excitation (i.e. the
waves in this case) , and the final synthesis of the effects (in a
mean-square-sense) is represented by the motion spectrum.

For an arbitrary motion or response, represented by the
i-subscript, the energy spectrum of that motion due to the effects
of irregular random waves is represented by

@i(~e) = lTin(we)]2A2(~e) (43)

fox a particular fixed ship heading in a unidirectional sea, where

A2(ue) is the wave spectrum and lTinl is the response amplitude

operator for that heading (amplitude of motion per unit wave ampli–
tude) . Since the response of a ship is often represented as a
function of the frequency of encounter we, it is necessary to

represent the wave spectrum also as a function of Me so that the

total area of the spectrum (which is a necessary characteristic
for determining statistical information on response characteristics)
can be easily determined by integration with respect to we. The

wave spectrum is generally represented as a function of the frequency
u, which is a pure wave frequency related to the wavelength A by

r2Trg
bl=—

A

The frequency of encounter we can be shown to be related to m by

and it is necessary
of ue to present it

(44)

(45)

when representing the wave spectrum as a function
in the form given by

[1
A2(ue) = R2 U(ue) J(we) (46)

where J(ue) is the Jacobian given by

J(we) =

*

(47)
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(see [251 for details). lt is also possible to represent the wave
spectrum for a non-unidirectional sea, allowing for angular variation
(a two-dimensional spectrum), which results in a modification to the
basic frequency domain representation. The weighting function to
account for the angular variation is given in terms of the angle f3w,

which is measured from the direction toward which the wind is blowing
(the predominant wave direction). For the case of a two-dimensional
wave spectrum” the response spectrum that would occur for a particular
ship heading measured relative to the wind direction can be obtained
by integrating with respect to the angle 13w.

Under the assumption that the seaway is a Gaussian or normal
stochastic ‘process which is exciting a linear system (a ship in the
present case), the responses of the system will in turn represent a
Gaussian stochastic process. From the spectral density function
@i(we) for a particular response, there may be obtained, in principle

all of the statistical or probabilistic properties possessed by the
particular Gaussian random process. For example, the total area Ei

under the spectral density function curve, as defined above, given by

I
m

Ei = Oi(tie)dme (48)

o

is equal to Ui2; i.e. the variance of the ordinates on the corresponding

time-history curve. Here the ordinate dispersion, or standard devia-
tion, has been denoted by Oi, which is the root–mean-square value of

deviations of the ordinates from the mean or average ordinate, which
is assumed to be zero for consideration of all wave-induced effects.
E’OK the case of vertical bending moments, there is a non-zero mean
value, which is the still water bending moment, but all appropriate
corrections can be made to account for the influence of this effect
when a detailed data analysis is being carried out.

Characteristics of the motion time history may be obtained in
texms of the quantity Ei by relating the behavior of the envelope of

the record (interpreted as the instantaneous amplitude of the time-
history curve) to this quantity. Such relations are based upon an
assumed narrow–band behavior of the energy spectrum (see [251) and
yield expressions for the mean amplitude of oscillation (half the
distance between the trough and crest of an oscillation), the mean
of the highest 1/3 of such amplitudes (known as the significant
amplitude) , and other related statistical parameters of interest for
a specified sea condition, ship speed, and relative heading. Thes e
results are applicable to any linear response of a ship to waves, and
hence the vertical and lateral bending moments can each be separately
analyzed to determine their respective spectra. Appropriate combina-
tions of the vertical and lateral bending moment spectra can be made
to determine the effect of their combined influence, when proper
accgunt is taken of their phase relations, so that deck edge stresses
and other effects can also be analyzed in the spectral domain.
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EQUATIONS FOR SLAM-INDUCED BENDING MOMENTS

The equations that represent the phenomena associated with
slamming-type impulses applied in the bow region of a ship include
the elastic, as well as the dynamic and hydrodynamic forces arising
during such interaction with oncoming waves. AS discussed previously,
only vertical plane motions and responses are considered, and the
wave system orientation will be that of head seas. The basic
equations are established on the basis of approximating the ship
structure as an elastic beam with nonuniform mass and elastic
properties distributed along its length. The elastic effects that
are accounted for in the equations are bending and shear, while the
influence of rotary inertia is also included.

The equations of motion governing the response characteristics
of the ship are essentially the same as those presented in [111 and
[171, with the main concern for the preseht study being the hydro-
dynamic forces acting as the excitation input. The basic equations
are as follows:

‘azze aze av~
P —i-c— -1- —= P(x,t)

at2 at ax
(49)

where u = U(X) is the sum of the ship mass and the added mass at,..
a section; ze represents

the damping coefficient;

local input force due to

the vertica~ elastic deflection; c is

v~ is the shear force; and P(x,t) is the

ship-wave interaction.

aM azy
x

=VS+Ir—
a~2

(50)

where M is the bending moment, Ir is the mass moment of inertia of a

section; and y is a deformation angle, with’ the last term on the right
in Equation (50) representing the rotary inertia.

M=EI~ (51)

is the fundamental elastic equation, with EI the bending flexural
rigidity.

aze Vs

—=- FXE+’ax
(52)

relates the bending and shear effects, where KAG is the vertical
shear rigidity.

All of the above equations are partial differential equations,
with the independent variables being x and t, so that the funda-
mental quantities of interest (i.e. bending moment, deflection, etc.)
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vary both temporally and spatially along the hull. The equations
appropriate to the same axes and coordinate system as was used in
the analysis of vertical wave-induced bendinq moments, qiven by

are

Equation= (1)-(14), so that some of the expr~ssions used there-can be
applied directly in the present case. The main emphasis in the
consideration of the elastic response of the ship due to an impulsive
force, arising from a slamming-like phenomenon associated with bow
flare, is the determination of this force. The force input arises
from interaction between the ship hull geometry and the wave, and
the particular impulsive-type force must be distinguished from the
ordinary wave-induced forces that cause the ship rigid body motions
and the wave-induced bending moments. These latter forces are
determined in accordance with linear theory, and they are found in
terms of the ship geometry corresponding to an immersed portion
defined by the still water equilibrium reference position, i.e. the
mean value of the wave elevation. The difference in the actual
immersed area, local form geometry, etc. due to the wave elevation
and/or the resulting rigid body motions is not considered in the
linear analysis that characterizes the work in [7], [14], [15], etc.,
as well as in the analytical development concerned with wave-induced
bending moments in the present report, i.e. Equations (1)–(42).
Thus the input force P(x,t) represented in Equation .(49) will have
all linear wave effects separated out, since they have already been
accounted for in determining the vertical wave–induced bending
moments.

The input force P(x,t) is made up of two terms, one of which
is of” inertial. nature while the other is due to buoyancy~ and is
represented by

P(x,t) = Pl(x,t) + P2(x,t) (53)

The force Pl(x,t) is of inertial nature, and is represented by

Pl(x,t) = - ~ (Rntwr) (54)

where the operator

iii is the additional added mass at a section that is determined from111
the instantaneous immersion geometry of the ship section, after
subtracting out the added mass determined from the still water
(linear theory) reference geometry, and Wr is the relative velocity

at the section, given by

w = k+xb -Ve -Wo(x,t)
x (55)

where the rigid body motions z and 6 (and their derivatives) are
determined from linear theory solutions (from Equations (9)-(11)),
and wo(x,t) is the wave orbital velocity given by
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for the present head sea
The force P2(x,t), which

P2(x,t) =
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Dn 2~ac ~o~ 2r—= .—
Dt A [ 1

~ x + (V+c)t (56)

case (illustrated for sinusoidal waves).
is due to buoyancy, is represented by

P9KnL(zr:x) (57)

where ~~L is the additional cross-sectional area at a section due

to the difference between the area corresponding to the instantaneous
submerged portion of the ship section and that corresponding to the
skill waterline, thereby eliminating the linear buoyancy force terms.
The quantity ~ng is determined, for a particular ship section, as a

function of the relative immersion change

z =z-t-xe -
r

n(x,t) (58)

The equations given above in this section include representa–
tions appropriate to values at a ship sectional element, and for
solution to obtain response characteristics the ship must be
represented in lunped parameter form. The total force at any lumped
segment of the ship is represented by an integrated average over the
segment length, and is similar in concept to the methods applied to
the computation of wave-induced bending moments (e.g. see [5] and
[61). Solutions of the equations can be obtained, when they are
structured in this form, by either a digital or analog computer,
within the limits of accurate representation possible using a
particular type of computer.

In the development of the above equations certain assumptions
were made that differed from procedures used in other studies, and
similarly more discussion of limits of applicability of certain
expressions, sources of applicable data, etc. is necessary before
continuing with considerations of solution per se. One of the
important aspects of separation of the wave–induced bending moments
from those including elastic ship characteristics is the ability
to represent the appropriate physical elements with the proper
phenomena. As an example, the added mass values that are used in
determining the slowly varying wave-induced bending moments must
be frequency-dependent, as required in the basic ship motion analysis
procedures (e.g. [7]), while those used in the representation of the
higher frequency vibratory responses due to slamming will be
frequency-independent. A review of the methods that can be applied to
determine the added mass for vibratory analyses of ships is presented
in [26]. Another important element in this type of analysis is the
resulting distinction between the damping associated with the wave-
induced bending moment and rigid body motion analyses, as compared to
that associated with the elastic response. For the wave-induced
effects the damping is almost completely due to wave generation on
the free surface due to body oscillations, and this effect has a very
strong and significant influence on the resulting heave and pitch
motions. This wave dissipation damping is very frequency-dependent,
and it decays extremely fast for high frequencies so that it cannot
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be expected to play an important role in determining the damping
associated with the higher frequency elastic responses. In that case
the damping is primarily structural in nature, and the use of Rayleigh
damping (a viscous damping proportional to mass) has been suggested
([17], [271) as being appropriate for this case. The estimates of
the values of c/p to be used in a computer study must be determined
from available empirical data in that case.

The representation of the nonlinear inertial and buoyancy
forces can be ideally carried out for each and every section of a
ship, but from practical considerations it is only necessary to
obtain such detail in regions where significant changes ‘can take
place, viz. in the bow region where the bow flare effect can
manifest itself strongly. In that case only a few ship stations
have to be analyzed, and the number of sections chosen for study
can be selected in order to reduce the element spacings and obtain
greater detailed representations, as desired in a particular
application. The methods to be used in arriving at values of these
quantities, as well as the techniques to be used in obtaining
solutions of the equations in,order to find tlie bendinq moment ~ime
history for particular operating condlt~ons such as regular waves,
irregular random waves with a particular spectrum, etc. are subjects
to be covered in a later section of this report, when discussion of
computational techniques will be presented.-

Without actually carrying out specific computations, it is
still possible to consider certain output information and approxi–
mations that may be made in order to obtain further insight into the
predominant effects that influence the bending moment responses due
to slamming. The basic set of equations of motion given by Equations
(49)-(52) can be solved for the case of no wave influence, at zero
forward speed, with simple harmonic driving force inputs at different
frequencies in order to observe the normal modes and frequencies.
When considering the representation of a particular response in terms
of normal modes, it is possible to achieve a simplification of the
equations if rotary inertia is neglected. In that case the responses
can be represented (see [17]) in a produck form as

w m

Ze(x,t) = E qi(t)xi(x) , M(x,t) =
E

qi(t)Mi (x) (59)

i=l i=~

where Xi(x) is the nondimensional mode shape of the ith normal mode

and qi(t) is a time-varying function with the dimension of length.

The term Mi(x) is given by

xx

Mi =

II

p (x)0; Xi(x)dx dx

00

where ui is the circular natural frequency (in rad./sec.)

mode. Assuming Rayleigh damping with c% v, the equations
reduced to the form

(60)

of the ith

can be
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— .*
Piqi + Ci&i + Kiqi = Qi (t)

where

I

L

I

L

Gi = ~ (x)x: (x)dx , Ci = C (x)X<(x)dx , Ki = ~~~i
.

0 0

(61)

(62)

and

I

L

Qi (t) = P (X,t)Xi (x)dx . (63)

o
Equation (61) can be easily solved for any input, i.e. sinusoidal,
transient, etc., and the question that arises is how well the
solutions of this simplified set of equations will duplicate those
that can be obtained from the more complicated set in Equations
(49)-(52). Since the neglect of rotary inertia has only a small
effect on the natural frequencies and mode shapes for the first
mode of motion, which is the predominant response expected due to
slamming impulses [11] , this simplified approach may have some
merit. Similarly only the first, and possibly the second mode of
response, are the only contributions that may be necessary in this
case, thereby reducing the computational effort even further in
this approach. In view of this approximation, and the neglect of
higher modes of vibration, there may be a question as to the
applicability of a modal approach to represent this type of response
properly, since there is no propagation of a flexural wave along the
hull. J30wever the response to various oscillatory forcing functions
at different frequencies can be obtained by such a modal analysis,
and by ??ourier integral superposition the response to a transient
readily follows. With a response due to slamming that is pre-
dominantly due to the first mode, there is a possibility of this
particular approach yielding a useful answer. It remains to
investigate this particular approach during computational investi–
gations of the utility of the various equations and techniques
described in this report, which is beyond the scope of the present
investigation.

RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS

AS a means of checking the capability of the equations
described herein to predict the bending moments acting on ships
in waves, some limited hand calculations of the wave-induced
bending moments acting on a ship model in regular oblique waves
were carried out. Calculations for both vertical and lateral wave-
induced bending moments were made, and no consideration was given
to bending moments due to slamming, for reasons described earlier
in this report. The computations were carried out on the basis of
a complete theoretical representation, where all elements, such as
the ship motions themselves as well as the bending moments, were
determined in this manner. The experimental data was obtained from
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[18], where results of tests on a 1/96 scale model of the SS
WOLVERINE STATE at a mean draft of 19.3 ft. were Dresented. The
ship has a 496 ft. IJWL and a maximum beam of 71.5’ ft., and copies
of the ship lines were obtained from Davidson Laboratory, together
with information on the ship speed, heading, and other test
conditions so that computations could proceed.

The indicated displacement was 11,770 tons, corresponding to
29.8 lb. in model scale, and the indicated speed was 17.5 knots.
Unfortunately, due to an error o,f.interpr~tatiion, the 17.5 knot

speed was only to be interpreted as a calm water speed, with the
actual test data obtained at the more realistic condition equiva-
lent to 16 knots, while the computations were carried out for the
17.5 knot speed. However some data was obtained at higher speeds,
for certain heading conditions, and proper inference can be made
of the ability of the theoretical equations to predict wave-induced
bending moment characteristics.

The tests were made at headings extending from 0° (following
seas) to 180° (head seas), at 30° heading increments, and measure-
ments made of the midship vertical and lateral bending moments. The
weight curve of the model is shown in Figure 2, and from this infor–

WEIGHT CURVE

l/9 6–scALE MODEL OF WOLvERrNE STATE

L—

W=29.8 LB.

,
30 20 10 0 10 20 30

INCKES
(sTERW) (Bow)

Fig. 2 Waight Curve of Wo2ve~ineState Model.
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mation an avsrage loading curve was obtained for a 20 station lumped
parameter representation (shown in Figure 3) and for a 10 station
representation (Figure 4). An examination of Figure 3 shows large
differences in the average loading curve from station to station,
and computational difficul+-ies were experienced initially due to
this effect. In addition the number of computations was twice that
for a 10 station subdivision, and since the accuracy of bending
moment computations in [5] and [61 was not altered significantly
by such a selection of the number of stations (i.e. 10 stations) #
all of the computations were carried out on the basis of 10 stations.

4.5

4

3

2

1

P.VERhGE LOADING, 20 .5TATIONS

l/96-scALE MODEL OF WOLVERINE STATE

—

#
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L
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3456789 10

SHIP STATION
(BOW)

Fig. 3 Average Loading Of WolveAna State Model, 20 Sta*ions.
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The midship bending moment, ,both vertical and lateral, was determined
by pure summation operations on the local loading determined from all
contributing sources, as given by Equations (12) and (39) , and this
is an appropriate procedure in view of the lumped parameter approach.
The value of the midship bending moment in each case was obtained by
averaging the values computed from summations on either side of
midships (i.e. summations over stations O-5 and over stations 5-10) .

AVEPAGE LOADING, 10 STATIONS

l/96-SCALE MODEL OF WOLVERINE STATE

2.5

2.0

0.5

—

— —

—

012 3 4 5 6 7 8910
SHIP STATION

(STERN) (BOW)

Fig. 4 Ave~age Loading Of WolverineState Model, 10 St&ions.

The results of the computations carried out by hand calculations
are shown in Figures 5-8, for the vertical bending moments due to
waves, where the experimental data obtained from [18], at the forward
speed of 16 knots, is also shown. The results are presented in the
form of the midship vertical bending moment amplitude per unit wave
amplitude, as a function of the ratio of the wavelength to the ship
length. While there is general agreement for all of the cases, at the
various headings, the lack of precise agreement is due to the fact
that the forward speed for the experimental conditions was less than
that used in the theoretical computations. An examination of some of
the experimental data (in [18]) obtained for the 60° heading case
shows that the vertical bending moment will increase as the speed
increases for wavelengths less than the ship length, so that agree-
ment will be better if the proper experimental data is used. Similar
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resul~s Imld for the 120° heading case (Figure 6) ~ while the degree
of agreement is reduced somewhat for some of the cases at the 150°
and 180° heading conditions. As a general conclusion however, it
can be seen that the theoretical results, as obtained by hand
calculations, have a good degree of agreement with the available
experimental data.

The results were checked in order to determine the consistency
in the analysis and computations by examining the requirement of
satisfying the closing conditions, i.e. zero (or near zero) values
for the shear and bending moment at the bow and stern extremities.
The present results were obtained by means of a computational procedure
similar to that employed in [6], with the exception of the treatment
of the local mass loading terms given as the first term in Equation
(12). This was brought about by the problems associated with using
the average mass loading at each station (as given by Figure 4) ,
since computational errors accumulated when carrying out the opera–
tions. This difficulty was overcome by obtaining the original data
on the precise locations of the mass elements on the ship model hull,
together with separate measurements of the radius of gyration of each
separate half of the model. The required operations were applied
to the known mass loadings in order to obtain a precise measure of
the mass loading terms that enter into the determination of the shear
and bending moment, using the precise definitions of the center of
gravity location, the value of the radius of gyration, etc. This
procedure resulted in satisfying the closing conditions, and due to
the general smooth variation of the hydrodynamic forces entering into
the local loading equation, Equation (12) , the net result was proper
determination of the desired values and satisfaction of all associated
physical boundary conditions and requirements.

For the case of lateral bending moments, an investigation was
initially carried out to determine the influence of the roll degree
of freedom on the calculations. The original model data gave a roll
natural frequency of u = 5.07 rad./sec., and it was then necessary

4
to find the value of IGM] that would give the desired natural frequency
value. Assuming a roll radius of gyration given by kx = 0.35B leads

to a value of the roll moment of inertia, in model scale, given by
Ix = 0.0628 slug-ft.2, and a value of the quantity WIGMI = 2.0 lb.–ft.

was chosen as a proper value for use in the following computations.
The vertical CG location was 2.81 in. above the keel, thereby
resulting in IOGI = 0.4 in. in model scale.

The conditions chosen for the computations in this study were
those corresponding to headings of 60° and 120°, which resulted in
the largest lateral bending moment values in [181. The various
elements required in determining the local lateral force, yaw moment,
and roll moment, as given by Equations (15)-(30), Were evaluated for
a series of wavelengths covered in the experiments. The final
equations of motion, Equations (34)-(36) , were solved for these
different wavelengths, at the two selected headings, for the three
lateral degrees of freedom. Similarly solutions were obtained for
Equations (34) and (35), with all roll terms neglected, thereby
obtaining the rigid body lateral motions without the roll influence.
The lateral bending moment corresponding to the two degrees of
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LATERAL BENDING MOMENT
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Fig. 9 EffectiOf Roll Motion On TheoPekicalLatera2 Bending Moment, E3=120”.

freedom was obtained using the expression for local lateral load
in Equation (39), and similarly an evaluation of the lateral bending
moment using the expression for the local lateral loading given in
Equation (37) was also carried out. The lateral bending moments were
evaluated in accordance with the summation procedures fiat have been
used for the vertical bending moment computations described previously,
and the same procedure for evaluating the local mass loading effects
was applied as in the case of the vertical bending moment evaluation.
Since no information was given concerning the quantity G (x), which is
the vertical position of the local CG of each elemental ship section,
this contribution of rolling motion was neglected in the determination
of the local loading according to Equation (37), and subsequently in
the evaluation of the I:teral bending. moment.

Figure 9 illustrates the effect of the inclusion of roll motion
on the theoretical results computed from the equations developed
herein, fot the 120° heading case. It can be seen that there is very
little difference in the lateral bending moment, according to this

theory, when roll is included, except in the case of the longest
wavelength considered, where the frequency starts to approach the
roll natural frequency. Thus, for this condition, the theoretical
results indicate a small influence of roll motion. A comparison of
the theoretical and experimental lateral bending moments for the
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case of 120” heading is shown in Figure 10, where the basic theory
with no roll (for V = 17.5 knots) is illustrated in comparison with
experimental values obtained at a 16 knot forward speed. Another
theoretical curve is shown in Figure 10, which illustrates the
influence of’ the additional terms that account for short wave effects,
viz. the expression in Equation (40) and its s~sequent influ@nce
throughout the computations, together with the modification for
lateral extent of the orbital velocity field given by the expression
following after Equation (41). In that case it can be seen that the
theoretical values reduce for the shorter wavelengths, as expected,
and a better agreement with the experimental values is indicated.
One particular point where there is very poor agreement is at the
shortest wavelength a/L = .3, where the lateral bending moment
obtained in the experiments is much lower than any of the theoretical
results. This illustrates the inability of the basic theory to
properly account for short waves (and higher frequencies) in a
complete sense. Since the fundamental methods applied to ship motion
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analysis are deficient in this range, this difficulty is not
unexpected, and it may possibly have only a small influence in the
spectral domain due to the general high frequency range to which it
applies.

The effect of roll motion on the theoretical lateral bending
moment for the case of a 60° heading angle is shown in Figure 11,
and there is a significant difference between the results of the
theory with and without roll, for wavelengths corresponding to
the condition l/L < .6 . That particular condition is quite close
to roll resonance,—and deviations of this nature might be expected
in that region. However the computations of lateral bending moment
were based upon the neglect of a term in the local lateral loading
given by dm C(x)”$-, which was deleted due to a lack of knowledge of
the values of the quantity L.(x). This lack of information did not
affect the dynamic motions given by the solutions of Equations
(34)-(36), but onl”y affected the local lateral loading at a section
and hence the resulting lateral bending moment computation. In view
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of the inability to obtain information
retical computations were made without

on ~lais tenri, further theo–
the influence of roll, i.e.

a two degree of freedom representation. A comparison of the theo-
retical results without roll, together with the theory modification
that accounts for short wave effects, is made with the experimental
data available from [18] in Figure 12. The experimental data was
obtained for the 16 knot condition, while the theoretical results are
found for a 17.5 knot forward speed. It can be seen from Figure 12
that inclusion of the short wave effects produces better agreement
between theory and the available experiments, but there is a
relatively large difference for the longer wavelengths, (Tower
frequency conditions). The experimental .lateral bending moment
appears to decay more rapidly with increase in wavelength than the
theory indicates, and at present there is no definite explanation
for this occurrence except for the possibility that at such low
frequencies the lateral motions become large and the ability of the
present theory to predict the motions, and hence the lateral bending
moments~ under these conditions is somewhat limited (see [101 for
further discussion of this effect).

Examination of the effect of forward speed On the experimental
lateral bending moment (from [18]) does not produce any better agree-
ment between theory and experiment, and hence other possibilities
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conceruing the relation between theory and experiment must be examined.
Since no detailed description of measurement methods interpretations,
etc. are given in [1S] ~ there are some unanswered questions with
regard to the experiments themselves. It is generally difficult to
obtain measurements of lateral bending moments, and in addition
there is no indication as to whether the final data presented in
[181 represents a weather or leeward moment, or an average of those
two . Data obtained in [8] indicates some differences between these
two lateral bending moments, and in addition the importance of the
“leeway” angle is also illustrated in [S]. NO information on this
angle, which determines the effective orientation of the ship hull
with respect to the waves, is presented in [18] . Hence there are
definite questions concerning the nature of the available experiments
which are being compared with the present theory, but that is
unfortunately a condition that exists in almost all considerations
of lateral bending moments (see [10]).

AS a result of the comparisons presented herein, it can be
seen that there exists a useful tool for the theoretical prediction
of vertical bending moments in oblique regular waves. A fair
capability exists for the case of lateral “bending moments, outside
the range where roll effects are important. The inability to include
another inertial reaction due to roll in the local lateral loading
expression did not allow complete evaluation of the influence of
roll, but on the basis of the limited computations carried out
herein it does not appear that the inclusion of this additional
degree of freedom, with its attendant complications in fundamental
analysis and computation, is necessary for useful prediction of
lateral bending moments. Further evaluation of other data~ where
the vertical CG location of the. vari,ous mass ~lements of the ship
are known will allow a more detailed determination of the influence
of roll on lateral bending moments. Similarly with such data
available it would be possible to extend the methods developed in
this study to evaluate the torsional moment due to waves, since a

fairly complete analysis of roll motion and its coupling with the
lateral motions of yaw and sway is available as a result of the
present investigation.

COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS AND PRESENTATION OF
OUTPUT RESULTS

Since the bending moment due to “whipping” of the ship,
resulting from slamming in the bow region due to nonlinear forces
arising from bow flare, is best expressed as a time history output,
the basic problem remains as to the best method of presentation of
the total bending moment output resulting from ship–wave interaction.
The most useful method of presenting information on the character–
istics of the wave-induced bending moments, both vertical and lateral,
is by means of a spectral representation since relations to the
input wave spectrum are easily obtained; the phenomena are character–
ized by a single parameter viz. the variance, as a result of the
Gaussian properties of these responses, allowing generalization and
design applicability; and the general manner of representation of

—
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results in spectral form has become an accepted procedure over the
years to which many naval architects are accustomed. It would
certainly be beneficial if it were possible to determine the statis-
tical characteristics Of the bending moments due to slamming in
conjunction with those of the wave–induced bending moments. A number
of problems exist in attempting to achieve this union, and some of
them are discussed below.

Aside from the fact that the hydrodynamic slamming impulse
forces are nonlinear, the responses are primarily of a transient
nature, since the bending moment due to slamming is not a “continuous”
process as is the case of the bending moment directly induced by the
waves . The bending moment response of the ship due to the sequences
of random impulses arising from slamming thus has nonstationary
characteristics, and its spectral interpretation will be different
from that appropriate to the slowly varying bending moment directly
induced by waves. Similarly, the bending moment induced by slamming
is of a higher frequency than the direct wave-induced effects, and
this is primarily due to exciting the ship in the lowest natural
mode of vibration of the hull-girder system, and possibly higher
modes. No simple spectral technique for representing the bending
moment due to slamming is readily available, and even if such a
method were developed it would be difficult to combine it with the
spectral representation of the wave-induced bending moments so that
a uniform spectral treatment of these two effects would be obtained.
A nonstationary spectral analysis produces results that are funda-
mentally different from those of a stationary process. An
examination of available literature, e.g. [281, shows that the
covariance of a nonstationary process depends upon two time vari–
ables, not the time difference as for a stationary process. Fourier
transform techniques applied to this form of covariance function
produce a generalized power spectrum function that is defined in
terms of two different frequency variables, and the variance of the
process (a measure of the mean square) is determined as a double
integral operation over the domain defined by the two frequency
variables. The variance of a nonstationary process is also a
time-varying quantity, and different values would probably be
found following each series of slamming impulses. To complicate
the matter further, it would be difficult to represent the force
input properly, since it arises from nonlinear effects, and the
previously outlined discussion of nonstationary processes, compli-
cated as it is, is only valid for a linear dynamic system with
linear inputs. Thus it is not fruitful to pursue a representation
of the bending moment due to slamming in a spectral form for
combining with the wave–induced bending moments.

In order to combine the two distinct types of bending moment
outputs, a representation of the wave-induced effects as a time
history appears to be the most direct and correct procedure since
it can then be directly combined with the time history output due
to slamming. Since it is difficult to relate the bending moment
due to slamming to oblique waves, only the head sea case will be
considered, as indicated in a previous section of this report.
The basic element required for this procedure is knowledge of the
vertical bending moment response operator, in ‘the frequency (i.e.
frequency of encounter) domain, which can be constructed from the
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data in Figure 8, for example. With a random
input, representing the wave as measured at a
bow, the vertical bendinq moment time history

wave time history
point ahead of the
is qiven by a con–

volution integral in the-time domain [29] wh~re tfieweigfiting
function on the wave input is the Fourier transform of the bending
moment frequency response operator. These operations are expressed
mathematically by the following: -

BMZ l_
i $M

1
- F((I)e)Xl

TM#e;x1) = e
T

(64)

which defines the frequency response of vertical bending moment to
a unit sinusoidal wave as measured at a point xl ahead of the
origin of coordinates;

w

I iuet

KM(t) = *
‘&Ill (~e;xl)e du e

“- m

which defines the weighting kernel function;.and

I
m

BMz(t) = KM(t–~)rj&)d~

(65)

(66)

-m

which defines the convolution integral operation producing a time
history output of the vertical bending moment due to waves. Similar
procedures can be used to represent any linear motion of the ship
in response to waves, as well as the instantaneous relative motion
of any point in the ship with respect to the wave record, such as
the term defined by Equation (58).

The determination of the bending momen’t frequency response
operator, as defined in Equation (64), is most appropriately carried
out on a digita,l computer. Similarly the determination of the
weighting function defined in Equation (65) must also be carried out
digitally, and the same is true for the convolution integral operation
defined in Equation (66). In order to obtain a time history output,
this must be accomplished by a digital computer which is complemented
by a hybrid linkage system containing A-D (analog to digital) and
D-A (digital to analog) converters. The random wave input can be
generated by a white noise generator, which is suitably filtered to
produce the desired spectral form of the wave in the frequency of
encounter domain. Thus the necessity for a time history output
dictates the need of a particular type of computer facility, viz.
a hybrid computer made up of a digital computer and an appropriate
linkage system for transforming daka from the analog to digital
domain and vice versa.

The vertical bending moment due to slamming will be determined
by solution of the coupled partial differential equations given by
Equations (49)-(52). These equations represent the elastic response
of the ship, with we effect of hydrodynamic forces manifested by
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added mass in the inertial term and the nonlinear portion of added
mass and buoyancy forces in the bow region as the input excitation.
For purposes of computer simulation, the hull will be assumed ko be
made up of “lumped” elements between the different ship stations
(e.g. using 20 stations), with the appropriate elastic, inertial,
etc. properties representative of each element. The partial
differential equations will be converted to finite difference
equation form (with respect to the axial space variable) and
initially programmed for a hybrid computer (i.e. a combined system
of analog and digital computer with an interface linkage of multi-
plexer, A–D converters, D–A converters, etc. that are Cornpati-hle).
This computer system has greater versatility than a pure analog
system, as it makes use of the accuracy in function generation
(such as evaluation of nonlinear buoyancy and added mass variation
at each section) of the digital computer in conjunction with the
integration and summing capability of the analog computer as a

simulator (real time or in terms of a com~ressed time scale, i.e.
many times faster than real time). The relative vertical velocity and
displacement (relative to the wave surface) at different sections in

the bow region can be generated in time history form as a convolution–
type integral in accordance with the hybrid technique described
previously, for particular input wave spectra, and the resulting
nonlinear added mass and buoyancy forces obtained (using this data)
in continuous time history form. The final output of this equation
system will be the time history of vertical bending moment due to the
nonlinear slamming forces, and this can be combined directly with the
wave-induced vertical bending moment time history, which is generated
as a response to the same wave input.

The preceding discussions have demonstrated the advantages of
a hybrid computer, where the best suited computational capability and
advantages of both analog and digital computers are efficiently applied
to obtain a solution of a complicated dynamic simulation problem. The
speed advantage of a hybrid computer is due to the parallel operation
of the analog portion, thereby eliminating the serial calculations
inherent in digital computation that usually result in relatively
long solution times for digital simulations. This speed advantage
increases as the highest frequency of interest in the physical
phenomenon increases] and as long as there are no large requirements
for storage capacity the hybrid computer has significant advantages
for application to the present problem of ship structural response
simulation. This particular advantage is evident if the output is
obtained in a time history form, since the record can then be analyzed
further to obtain information on various properties such as rms
amplitude, frequency of occurrence of particular levels, etc. just

as present analyses are carried out on records from instrumented full
scale ships. The time compression capability results in obtaining
this information in a relatively short time as compared to full scale
or model test evaluation, and the attendant savings in cost are
very evident.

The particular choice of digital computer and analog computer
that make up the hybrid unit will be determined after some computation-
al practice for particular cases that will illustrate the effectiveness
of the procedures described above. The required capacities, speeds,
etc. of the processors are also particular “hardware” questions tia~
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will be answered as a result of computer experimentation, which is
another phase in the overall study associated with the Ship Computer
Response program.

All of the considerations that led to selection of a hybrid
computer for purposes of ship structural response simulation were
dictated by the requirements of including the bending moments due
to slamming. These effects are considered sufficiently important
to require the program to provide this information, but there may be
cases where slamming effects are not required to be studied. In
those cases a spectral measure of response would be most appropriate.
For that situation the digital computer can be applied to produce
final spectral measures for different sea state conditions. A
digital. technique seems to be most appropriate for determining the
linear rigid body ship motions and bending moments directly induced
by the waves since the computational technique is basically arithmetic;
the digital computer technique has great flexibility when altering
conditions; analog representation of frequency-dependent coefficients
is relatively difficult; and the digital method can be directly applied
to determination of spectral representations, especially when con–
sidering an input wave spectrum with directional characteristics. All
of these digital computer operations axe aimed at final representation
of bending moment response in a spectral form. The relative impor–
tance of slamming effects will determine the final computer system
required for simulation of ship structural response.

CONCLUSIONS

AS a result of the development of the equations in the main body
of this report, and the comparison of selected hand calculations
with available experimental data~ there is available a useful tool
for predicting ship structural response characteristics. The effects
of oblique heading, manifested by the presence of lateral bending
moments in addition to modified vertical bending moments, are accounted
for in the present mathematical model. Similarly roll motion and its
influence are included, and with the availability of additional informa-
tion on inertial properties of a ship it will be possible to easily
extend the present model to allow computation of torsional moments due
to waves.

A method of representing the bending moment due to slamming is
discussed, and computational procedures for obtaining the output in
a form compatible with the wave-induced bending moment are considered,
Spectral techniques for this nonlinear and nonstationary effect are
not practicable, and a time domain representation of both types of
bending moment is considered as the best means of final output
presentation. Methods of representing time histories of the wave-
induced bending moment, by convolution integral operations, are
outlined and the benefits of a hybrid computer simulation demon–
strated for that case. The applicability of digital computers for
representing spectral responses of wave-induced bending moments, when
slamming effects are not required, is also shown and the mathematical
model developed in the present study has the capability of presenting

. .
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the effects of combined vertical and lateral bending
including the effects of directionality in the input

mome-nts ,

wave spectrum.

The choice of a particular computer system depends upon the
relative importance of including slamming effects. This selection

will depend upon the particular class of problems being investigated.
Similarly the choice of particular computers and their detailed
characteristics will be based upon results obtained in computer
ex~eriments on certain Particular illustrative problems, which will
be-the subject of anoth=r phase of the Ship Com~uter Response study.
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